
November Meeting Minutes

- Megan
- Reviewing the student org transition (summary: $300 per student org

automatically + application for more funds falling w/in different categories)
- Alina

- Health Law Society
- New and increasing field of law
- Helping prospective students interested in Health Law (seeing their interests

being represented; overlap w/ environmental law)
- Why be recognized? Having officers would make the events/student org

come to life.
- Allows networking and connections to the field.
- Offering panel discussions (e.g., w/ OSHU health law professionals)
- Coordinating networking events (e.g. w/ firms)

- Voting on Health Law Society APPROVED 18/18

- Employment and Labor Law Society
- Already have a full board
- Already have a great interest

- Voting on the Employment Labor Law Society was APPROVED 18/18

- Amy
- Trivia Night was a success
- Looking at new venues for Barrister's Ball

- Antonia
- Will send out a survey
- TPAC: SBA was present at the meeting, with quite a few takeaways



- Spring 2024 Committee goals:
- Finish the proposal
- 2 other main projects
- Can do more or if you want to volunteer please reach out to Antonia
- Election 2024� On the list!
- 1L REPS: send out a google form once a month to your pod

---> finals meeting/packages
---> had a game to go over all the material

- Amanda
- Hopeful to create a newsletter
- Donut for outlines tabling

- Still available for volunteer hours
- Link in chat to sign up!
- Please share with friends, and will continue to clean up the bank

- West
- Right now we get about $60k+ each year for student orgs and SBA

---> SBA: is travel, discretionary funding
---> after removing student orgs out of it, we'll still get $30k

- Travel, general reserve fund, E&I
- The other pool of money will start off at $30k but on a yearly basis it might

change on the number of student orgs that we have. This isn't part of the
equation for what they give us now, so student orgs may get more money.

---> the new system will still give out annual budgets
—-> Student groups can still join in the spring

- Actuals:
- $14.5k for student orgs
- $8.5k left in there
- If you're in a student org, having 2/3 of the budget left when there's

about 1/3 of the semester left, puts a lot of pressure to spend money
at the end

-
- Leann:

- If there's an excess of funds, can we use it towards events that have already
happened?

- West: since we already voted on the budget, we need to revote it on the committee.
Can discuss and let you know!



- Kathrine:
- Proposed and voted on 5 Amendments:

- 5.0(d), 5.01(a), 5.01(c), 5.05(a)(iii)(1)
- ALL AMENDMENTS PASSED
- ---> there were objections, so please enter those on the sheet or email SBA

with proposed objections and we can enter them anonymously on the sheet

- Jordin:
- Trying to get the bus stops closer to the roundabout, and making them safer and

more compliant with ADA
---> PIO shuttle discussion
---> App for the PIO Express shuttle
---> timetable isn't great so a map would be so much better but right now we
have the time table so you can time your arrival to the bus stop

- Nothing really completely new
- Baseball lot will be open around February

---> construction and weather willing
- Sent out the survey: Got around 140 responses

---> will synthesize the information during winter break to put together a
proposal

- Let Jordin know about parking and transportation issues

- Honor Board:
- Changes to the Honor Code
- Met with Libby and John re: AI being used by students

- ---> discussion to have a specific AI violation in the honor code
- ---> want to make changes for this

- Honor code is old and outdated
- ---> computer use is mentioned like no one uses them
- ---> update the language
- ---> after break we'll be chatting re: the proposals --- we just submit

to the faculty about changes

West: A black and white rule might not incorporate that we need to learn to use AI
or we might not be practicing in the future

Kathrine: AI can be used to write bylaws and personally idc about using AI as long as
the rules are good, but we don't want a practice to be out of compliance.



Jordin: will take the comments, and try to make it distinct between graded
assignments, general classwork and classwork

- Jess:
- Data privacy group President and I do meet with Faculty on issues re:

curriculum.
The schedule for the prior person prohibited them to be attending
Graduating in a couple weeks

Need to elect two new students to the curriculum committee
- Policy as it stands would ban Brief Analysis and Grammarly

---> we should be learning about these tools so we can identify when
our opponents are misusing them
---> Professor Tabriz Ebrahim discussion, voting on a policy

The Wharton School of business requires them to use Chat
GPT to help them write their first draft
---> it's getting kind of heated in the discussions would like to have 2
people there with her
---> seeking one more member, we did have another person reach out
that they would like to be on there

General Floor time:
Nothing now

Meeting Adjourned: 11�27a


